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In the spring of 1928 a machine was 
constructed in the Agricultural Engineer
ing laboratories for testing the wearing 
quality of ropes over pulleys. 

This came about as the result of nu
merous inquiries from farmers, dealers, 
and others interested in the use of 
rope, also for practical first-hand in
formation to be used in' class work. 

Some of the inquiries were as fo llows: 
I s four-strand rope stronger and better 
than three-strand for hay fork and other 
pulley work? Does Manila rope stand 
exposure better than sisal? Does Manila 
rope last longer over pulleys than sisal? 
Does it pay to buy weather-proofed or 
rot-proofed rope? Can rope be made ' 
water proof after purchase by immersing 
it in hot tar or grease? Although our 
tests are far from being completed, some 
of these questions can be answered at this 
time. 

Kinds of Rope 
Most rope is now made of either 

Manila or sisal fiber. Manila fiber is 
taken from the leaves of the abaca plant, 
a palm resembling a banana tree, which 
grows only in the Philippine Islands. 
The chief export city is Manila, hence 
the name Manila fiber. Manila fiber is 
from six to ten feet long, ranging in 
color from nearly white with a golden 
tint and silk-like glossy appearance in the 
better grades to brown in the cheaper 
grades. 

Sisal fiber comes from the leaves of a 
plant popularly known as the century 
plant belonging to the agave family, 
which grows in Mexico, India, Africa, 
and many other countries. Sisal fiber is 
from two to four feet in length, ranging 
from white' to yellowish white, has a dull 
woody appearance and often a greenish 
tinge. 

Results of Tests 
Six brands of rope arc being tested fo r 

strength and wear ing quality. Rope is 
exposed to the weather for periods of 
one, two, or three years. At the com
pletion of the exposure the rope is 
brought in and compared with unused 
(new) rope from the same coil, both 
for breaki ng strength and wearing qual-
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i ty (number of passes over the pulley in 
order to wear it out) over pulleys. 

The results of tests covering the one
year exposure are shown in the following 
figures, which are the average results o £ 
10 tests on each of six brands oi rope. 
The pulleys used were iron, roller bearing 
and 3§1! inches in diameter at the bottom 
of the groove. 

A Comparison of New and Exposed 
Rope in Pounds of Pull Required 

to Break the Rope 
Three.,Strand Manila-% inch in 

diameter 
Strength, new ........ .. .. 2,470 pounds 
Strength, one year exposure 1,600 " 

Four-Strand Manila-% iru:h in 
diameter 

Strength, new ... ... .... . . 2,490 pounds 
Strength, one year exposure 1,590 " 

Three-Strand Sisal-Yz inch in 
diameter 

Strength, new .. .... .. .... 2,075 pounds 
Strength, one year exposure 1,520 

A Comparison of New and Exposed 
Rope for Wearing Quality 

Over Pulieys 
Three-Strand Manila-% inch in 

diameter 
Passes over pulley, new . ... 27,015 times 
Passes over pulley, one year 

exposure .......... ... . 10,080 
Four-Strand Manila-% inch in 

diameter 
Passes over pulley, new .... 32,950 times 
Passes over pulley, one year 

exposure ..... . .. ..... . 15,170 
Three~Strand Sisal-% inch in 

diameter 
Passes over pulley, new ... 145,540 times 
Passes over pulley, o~ne year 

exposure . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38,285 

Comparing the Ropes 
These tests show little difference in 

strength between the th ree- and four
strand Manila, whether new or one-yea r 
exposed; the new sisal shows about 83 
per cent of the strength of Manila and 
the one-year exposed sisal 95 per cent of 

the strength of the one-year exposed 
Manila. 

T he wearing quality shows the new 
three-strand Manila about 82 per cent as 
efficient as the\ four-strand, while the new 
sisal lasted nearly four and one-half times 
as long as the fou r-s trnnd Manila and 
over five times as long as three-strand 
Man ila. The exposed three-strand Manila 
rope shows wearing quality about 67 per 
cent of the four-st rand, while the sisal 
shows more wearing qua li ty after being 
exposed one year than the new Ma nila 
four-strand. However, one must bea r in 
mind that these figures are for one year 
exposure only and that, over a period of 
several yea rs, results might be different. 

Rot-Proof Rope 
Following are the resu lts of tests of 

one brand of patented rot-proof rope. 
There are several so-called rot-proof 
ropes on the market, on ly one being tested 
at present. This one is a golden brotvn 
color. 

Rot-Proof Manila-% inch in di-
ameter-three-strand 

Strength, new ..... . . . ..... 2,490 pounds 
Strength, one year exposed .. 2,165 " 
Passes over pulley, new .~ .. 31,540 times 
Passes over pulley, exposed. 24,930 " 

Untreated Manila-same brand as 
above 

Strength, new ............ 2,330 pounds 
Strength, one year exposed. . 1,680 " 
Passes over pulley, new ... . 32, 110 times 
Passes over pulley, exposed. 10,940 " 

Tests of tarred rope are being conduct
ed but have not progressed far enough to 
show results as yet. 

Size of Pulleys 
In one test of ~ inch in diameter sisal 

rope over pulleys of different sizes the 
fo llowing results were shown : 
Diameter of pulley at bot-

tom of groove. . . . . . . . 3§i inches 
Number of passes over 

pulley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 183,100 times 
Diameter of pulley at bot-

tom of groove........ 6% inches 
Number of passes over 

pulley ............... 5,850,645 times 
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